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Female fronted Pop Rock with jazz, Blues, and Latin 6 MP3 Songs POP: with Live-band Production,

ROCK: Modern Rock Details: Dante is a dynamic singer, musician, performer, and Award Winning

songwriter. Her multi octave voice and extensive piano training shine on her recordings, and live

performances. With her newest recording "Starbelly" and great live band she is certain to become an

international sensation. NOBODY sounds like Dante. In an era where hype has won out over substance,

It is tremendously refreshing to hear a solid musician, with well crafted unique songs, who is not afraid to

be herself. She is a very prolific songwriter, a superb arranger, As well as a gifted singer and musician.

There are innovators, and there are imitators, Dante is true to herself, and her music. She assembled an

excellent band for her newest CD "Starbelly" with the same music-ethic. Recorded at Blissland in New

York with the great Chris Walton engineering and producing, The CD has a rare energy, and superb

musicianship. Dante shines with her warm elastic vocals, and keyboard work. The CD showcases her

extraordinary range. There is the funky pop "2 Faces, A campy, Jobim influenced pop song "The New

Girl", as well as a powerful, anthemic rock song "I Believe". She delivers each song like an actress,

bringing the lyrics to life. She is also an excellent keyboard player. The band features guitarist and

vocalist Huss, who contributes great harmonies and incredible guitar work, most notably on the haunting

track "Empty Streets". Josh D provides a solid backbone, and tasty fills with his bass playing, and April is

an absolutely stellar drummer from the mile-a-minute cymbal fills on "2 Faces" to the dramatic mallet and

tom-drum work on 'Empty Streets" This recording is sure to establish Dante as an innovator, ready to lead

the way in music
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